Editorial
Services
A guide to what I offer

Hi! I’m Nick! I’m an editor
and proofreader.
I work with self-publishing
authors of both fiction and
creative non-fiction. I work
across genres, specialising in
LGBTQ+ writing.
This guide describes the
services I offer authors. If you
want to know more, please feel
free to get in touch or explore
my website:
JustWriteRight.co.uk

Introduction

“

Working with Nicholas has been wonderful. He
is always incredibly quick, has great attention to
detail and has helped to make our content the
best it can be. I would not hesitate to
recommend working with him!

As a member of the Chartered
Institute of Editing and
Proofreading, you can be
assured that I have been
trained, commit to ongoing
professional development and
abide by the CIEP’s code of
conduct.

Zoë Schulz,
Customer Success Manager, myGwork

Beta reading is all about
maximising your work’s impact
on the reader. I’ll read your
work and provide you with
detailed feedback, broken
down into strengths and areas
for potential development.
You’ll gain an understanding
of what works and what
doesn’t and what you can do
to fix any issues.
I offer beta reading at a fixed
rate of £200 for manuscripts
up to 100,000 words.

Beta reading
and
authenticity reads

“

As a beta reader, Nick’s services were
outstanding. The style and quality of his
feedback report surpassed all expectations. I
wouldn’t hesitate to use his services again.

My authenticity reads are all
about respecting the
LGBTQ+ community.
If you want to know about the
work’s impact or if you have
the potential to cause harm, let
me know.
Reads are available from £100
for a manuscript of 100,000
words.

Chris Thompson
Author

Developmental editing is all
about the bigger picture:
characters, plot, setting,
tension, themes …
This is nothing to do with
spelling and punctuation but is
designed to help you get the
best from your book. Through
notes in the manuscript and a
developmental report, you’ll
gain a deeper understanding
of how to improve your
manuscript.

Developmental
editing

“

Nick did an incredible job with my short story.
He gave me the insight I needed to polish my
story. He was prompt and professional. I highly
recommend him and I will continue to use him
in the future.

Developmental editing can
take time so make sure you
book well in advance of any
release dates!
It is an investment in your
work and yourself, helping you
get the very best from your
ideas, whether fiction or nonfiction.

Elosia Hilton
Author

Copyediting is all about the
detail: consistency, clarity,
conciseness and correctness.
A copyedit of your manuscript
will take place once you are
happy with the overall piece.
Copyediting makes the text as
clear as possible for your
readers, adressing the tone,
consitency and detail of your
manuscript.

Copyediting

“

Nick’s manner and professionalism helped put
my mind at ease. I had a fast approaching
deadline and as a new author I was nervous
about getting everything accomplished in time.
He exceeded my expectations and I am already
trying to book his services again.
T. H. Compton
Author

At the end of a copyedit, you
will receive a marked up
manuscipt with all changes
tracked as well as a style sheet
and any queries I may have for
you.
You don’t have to accept all
my suggestions! They are just
suggestions and you remain in
control of your book!

Proofreading is the final check
before publication and is
usually completed on page
layouts, rather than in a text
editor. Proofreading is all
about checking the little
details: spelling, punctuation,
page numbers, hyphenation,
etc.
No major changes to your text
will be carried out in a
proofread.

“

Nicholas was fast, cost-effective and thorough in
his proofread of my script. I highly recommend
him and his services.

Proofreading

Proof-editing may be an
option for you, especially if
you are publishing an ebook.
Rather than marking up page
proofs, I can work in a text
editor, like Word.
For more information on this,
please get in touch.

Gabriel Constans
Scriptwriter

Once you’ve written your
words, you need your readers
to be able to read them!
Whether ebook, paperback or
hardback, I can work with
your chosen self-publishing
system, such as KDP or
IngramSpark, to produce high
quality, professionally
produced book interiors.

Typesetting
and formatting

“

I was delighted with the work! The stylistic
feedback was very helpful, and the edits caught
all the details I’d missed.

This service is offered at a
fixed fee:
Ebooks (up to 100,000 words)
£120
Print books (up to 100,000
words) £160
For longer projects, please get
in touch.

Erin Hodge
Author

Your words matter to you. As an editorial
profeesional, I get that. It can be incredibly daunting
sending your manuscript to a stranger.
Be rest assured, your words are in safe hands!
I have completed editorial training, through the CIEP
and other bodies, as well as particiapte in ongoing
professional development.
How long does it take?
It depends. Depending on the service requested, the
complexity of the manuscript and any other factors, it
can vary. However, most projects take around a month
to complete.
How much does it cost?

More information

My rates are based on CIEP suggestions. However,
feel free to let me know your budget and we can agree
rates and payment plans.
Who can you work with?
I work with fiction authors, creative non-fiction
authors, students, businesses and organisations.
Where can I find out more?
Head over to my website: JustWriteRight.co.uk
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